COMPUTER SCIENCE
http://www.uvm.edu/~cems/cs/

OVERVIEW
The Department of Computer Science offers 3 graduate programs through the Graduate College: an Accelerated Master’s Program (AMP) that enables strong undergraduate students to complete computer science Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in 5 years; a Master’s Program (M.S.) in computer science with course work-only, project, and thesis options; and an interdisciplinary Ph.D. program that offers study in both traditional and cross-disciplinary areas of computing. The Department also participates in the Transdisciplinary Certificate of Graduate Study in Complex Systems, and the Master’s and Ph.D. degrees in Complex Systems & Data Science.

DEGREES
Computer Science AMP
Computer Science M.S.
Computer Science Ph.D.

FACULTY
Bagrow, James; Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, Clarkson University
Beckage, Brian; Professor, Department of Plant Biology; PHD, Duke University
Bongard, Joshua C.; Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, University of Zurich
Cheney, Nicholas A.; Research Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, Cornell University
Clemins, Patrick J.; Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, Marquette University
Cockrell, R. Chase; Assistant Professor, Department of Surgery; PHD, Iowa State University
Danforth, Chris; Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, University of Maryland College Park
Darais, David; Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, University of Maryland
Dodds, Peter Sheridan; Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Eppstein, Margaret Jean; Professor Emerita, Department of Computer Science; PHD, University of Vermont
Hébert-Dufresne, Laurent; Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, Université Laval, Québec, Canada
Hibbeler, Jason; Professor of the Practice, Department of Computer Science; PHD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Hines, Paul D.; Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Biomedical Engineering; PHD, Carnegie Mellon University
Lee, Byung S.; Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, Stanford University
Li, Dawei; Assistant Professor, Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics; PHD, Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Ling, Alan Chi; Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, University of Waterloo
Near, Joseph P.; Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Pinder, George Francis; Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; PHD, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Rizzo, Donna Marie; Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering; PHD, University of Vermont
Skalka, Christian Edward; Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science; PHD, Johns Hopkins University
Young, Jean-Gabriel; Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science, PHD, Université Laval
Yu, Jun; Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, University of Washington Seattle
Zia, Asim; Professor, Department of Community Development and Applied Economics; PHD, Georgia Institute of Technology

Courses
CS 5040. Gr Database Systems. 3 Credits.
Covers the theory and practice of database design and application programming, and basic internals of a database management system. Topics include database concepts, data models and database design, query languages, database programming concepts and languages, files and physical design, query processing and optimization, transaction concepts, concurrency control and recovery, and security and authentication. Prerequisites: Familiarity with basic data structures, algorithms, discrete mathematics, computer organization.

CS 5060. Advanced Evolutionary Robotics. 3 Credits.
Explores the automated design of autonomous machines using evolutionary algorithms. Covers relevant topics in evolutionary computation, artificial neural networks, robotics, simulation and xenobots. Students complete weekly programming assignments, formulate a research hypothesis, and use their system to test that hypothesis. Prerequisite: Graduate student.

CS 5110. Advanced Data Privacy. 3 Credits.
Explores the research field of data privacy, including privacy attacks on anonymized data, and formal approaches like k-Anonymity and differential privacy. Applies the theory of data privacy to real problems in programming projects. Prepares students to perform independent research in the field.

CS 5220. Advanced Computer Architecture. 3 Credits.
Provides a thorough and sophisticated examination of various hardware aspects of modern computers, including: virtual memory, instruction-set architectures, instruction-level parallelism through pipelining, caches and cache coherence, threads, vector processors, and GPUs. Prerequisites: Familiarity with topics of computer organization as would come from the equivalent of CS 2210.
CS 5540. Advanced Machine Learning. 3 Credits.
Provides a broad introduction to machine learning and statistical pattern recognition. Topics include: supervised learning (linear regression, logistic regression, neural networks, support vector machines, decision tree, ensemble models, random forest); unsupervised learning (clustering, dimensionality reduction, kernel methods); Also introduces deep learning such as convolutional neural networks and discusses recent applications.

CS 5737. Gr Intro to Numerical Anyl. 3 Credits.
Error analysis, root-finding, interpolation, least squares, quadrature, linear equations, numerical solution of ordinary differential equations. Prerequisite: Graduate student or Instructor permission. Cross-listed with: MATH 5737.

CS 5870. Data Science I - Experience. 3 Credits.
Data harvesting, cleaning, and summarizing; working with non-traditional, non-numeric data (social network, natural language textual data, etc.); scientific visualization; advanced data pipelines with a practical focus on real datasets and developing good habits for rigorous and reproducible computational science; Project-based. Prerequisites: Graduate student; Instructor permission; knowledge of CS 1210 and either STAT 1410 or STAT 2430 assumed; knowledge of CS 2100 and MATH 2522 or MATH 2544 strongly recommended. Cross-listed with: STAT 5870, CSYS 5870.

CS 5990. Special Topics. 1-18 Credits.
See Schedule of Courses for specific titles. Subject will vary from year to year. May be repeated for credit with instructor permission.

CS 6020. Modeling Complex Systems. 3 Credits.

CS 6391. Master’s Thesis Research. 1-18 Credits.
Research for the Master’s Thesis.

CS 6392. Master’s Project Research. 1-6 Credits.
Research for Master’s project. Prerequisite: Department permission.

CS 6520. Evolutionary Computation. 3 Credits.

CS 6540. Deep Learning. 3 Credits.

CS 6550. Usable Privacy and Security. 3 Credits.
Covers human factors in privacy and security, usability problems in today’s computer security and privacy mechanisms, as well as the human-centered empirical research methods to understand and address these usability problems. Students will work individually or in small groups toward semester-long course research projects. Co-requisite: Knowledge of STAT 1410 or equivalent.

CS 6570. Social Computing Systems. 3 Credits.
Social computing systems include online social networks, microblogging systems, social recommendation platforms, etc. Via a research-centric lens, explores the underlying nature/structure of social computing systems, studies various issues that plague them, and explores the methods by which researchers investigate such systems. Prerequisites: Proficiency in graph theory and computer programming (preferred language Python); knowledge of CS 3240 (or equivalent) and CS 2300 (or equivalent) assumed.

CS 6870. Data Science II. 3 Credits.
Advanced data analysis, collection, and filtering; statistical modeling, monte carlo statistical methods, and in particular Bayesian data analysis, including necessary probabilistic background material; a practical focus on real datasets and developing good habits for rigorous and reproducible computational science. Prerequisite: STAT 3870, CS 3870, CSYS 5870, or Instructor permission. Cross-listed with: CSYS 6870, STAT 6870.

CS 6990. Special Topics. 1-18 Credits.
Subject will vary from year to year. May be repeated for credit with Instructor permission.

CS 6991. Internship. 1-18 Credits.
On-site supervised work experience combined with a structured academic learning plan directed by a faculty member or a faculty-staff team in which a faculty member is the instructor of record, for which academic credit is awarded. Offered at department discretion.

CS 6993. Independent Study. 1-18 Credits.
A course which is tailored to fit the interests of a specific student, which occurs outside the traditional classroom/laboratory setting under the supervision of a faculty member, for which credit is awarded. Offered at department discretion. Prerequisite: Instructor permission.

CS 6995. Graduate Independent Research. 1-18 Credits.
Graduate student work on individual or small team research projects under the supervision of a faculty member, for which credit is awarded. Offered at department discretion.

CS 7491. Doctoral Dissertation Research. 1-18 Credits.
Research for the Doctoral Dissertation.

CS 7990. Special Topics. 1-18 Credits.
See Schedule of Courses for specific titles.

CS 7991. Internship. 1-18 Credits.
On-site supervised work experience combined with a structured academic learning plan directed by a faculty member or a faculty-staff team in which a faculty member is the instructor of record, for which academic credit is awarded. Offered at department discretion.
**CS 7995. Graduate Independent Research. 1-18 Credits.**
Graduate student work on individual or small team research projects under the supervision of a faculty member, for which credit is awarded. Offered at department discretion.